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Let G be a 3-connected graph with minimum degree at least d and at least 2d vertices. For 
any three distinct vertices X, y, z there is a path from x to z through y and having length at least 
M - 2. In this paper, we characterize those graphs for which no such path has length exceeding 
2d - 2. 
I. 
All graphs considered in this paper are simple. For basic graph-theoretic 
terminology, we refer the reader to [2]. 
The following was proved in [4,5]. 
Let G be a 3-connected graph with minimum decree c2t least d and at 
least 2d - 1 vertices, for some positive integer d. Then, for any three vertices x, y, 
and z in G, there is an (x9 z)-path of length at least 2d - 2 which contains y. 
The purpose of this pwu- =-r is to examine the extrema! graphs ior this result. Not 
surprisingly, these extremai graphs are also in the class of graphs shown to be 
extremal for a similar Ore-type reucIlr c II+ of Enomoto [33. ‘We shali assume that the 
reader is familiar with the proofs given in [4]. The necessary theorems and 
lemmas will be restated here. 
Let G be a graph. We denote the set of vertices of G by V(G), and the set of 
edges of G by E(6). For any vertex x in G, the set of neighbours of x is N(x), 
and the degree of x is d(x). Let P be a path in G. For vertices x and z on P, we 
denote the section of P (or its reversal) r;iom x to z and including both x and z by 
P[x, z]. If P has not been previousiy defined, we use P[x, z] to denote any path 
from x to z. Let x and z be vertices of G, an+ iei: Y be a subset of t 
6. An (x, Y, z)-path is an (x, z)-path ich includes eve 
Y has exactly one vertex y, P will al referred to as 
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We now state, without proof, two of the lemmas from [4]. 
I. Let x and z be vertices of a graph 6. Suppose that G has at least one 
(x, z)-path, and let P be a longest such path. Furthermore, suppose that there exist 
vertices u and v adjacent to P, but not on P, and a vertex q such that: 
(i) IN(u) n N(v) n V(P)1 = r; 
(ii) j(N(u) UN(v)) n V(P)1 = k, for some k 2 2, and 
(iii) there is a (u, q, v : I)-path L disjoint from P. 
Then G contains an (x, q, z : 2(k - 1) + sl)-path, where 
I 1, S if Odr61, = r-l, if2srsk. 
(x, z)-path, 
Let x and z be vertices of a graph G. Suppose that G has at least one 
and let P be a longest such path. Suppose that there exist vertices *_ 
ul, u2, and u3 adjacent to P, but not on P, and a vertex q such that: 
(i) I(N(ut) U N(u2) U N(u3)) n V(P)1 = k, for some k 2 3, 
(iij if u, and u, both have exactly one neighbour on P, then these two 
neighbours are distinct, for m, n E (1,2,3) and m # n, and 
(iii) there is a (u,, q, u, :&path P,, disjoint from P, for m, n E (1,2,3) and 
mfn. 
Then G has an (x, q, z : 2k + 21- 2)-path. 
In [S], we gave the following two extrema! examples for Theorem 1. We shall 
prove that these are the only extremal examples ior ‘Pheorem 1 having more than 
2d - 1 vertices. 
Let H be any graph on d vertices, and let S be an independent set of 
vertices diijoint from H-2 [5”12 d - 1. Let G be the graph obtained by adding 
edges from every vertex of S to every vertex of H. 
Let H be the disjoint union of complete graphs each having d - 2 
vertices. Ldt {x, z, v) be three vertices disjoint from H, and let F be any graph 
with V(F) = {x, v, r 1. I.& G be the graph obtained by joining every vertex of H 
to every vertex of F. 
t:mma 3 characterizes the extremal graphs for a result similar to that of 
Lovasz [6, Exercise 10.191. 
raph and let x, y and z be distinct vertices of 
or z, i:as 
rthermo,~e, 
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if G has at !eat d + 2 ve~&~, then there is either an (x, q, y : d + I)-,nath or an 
(x, q, z : d + I)-paih. 
f G has d + 1 vertices, then G is Kd+1 or Kd+l - e, for e =xy or e =~z, 
and it is not difficult to find (x, q9 y : d)-paths. rice, we may assume that G has 
at least d -t= 2 vertices. 
If q =x, we may pick any vertex q’ in V(G) - {x, y, z) and replace q by 4’. 
Any (q q’, w)-path will contain q. may thus assume that x # q. 
assume, without loss of generality, that y fq. 
We shall proceed by induction on d and 1 V( G)I. Suppose d = 2. Suppose, also, 
that q is not adjacent to X. By Menger’s Theorem [7], there are internally-disjoint 
paths P[x, q] and Q[q5 y]. Then, PQ is an (x, qg y :a)-path. Hence, we may 
assume that q is adjacent to both x and y, and also that q = z or q is adjacent 
to z. 
Suppose that q is adjacent o z. Thus, by Menger’s Theorem, there are disjoint 
paths P, Q from {x, y} to (q, z}. Then, P U Q U (qz} is an (x, q, y :3)-path. 
Now suppose that z = q. mere is some vertex v in V(G) - {x, y, z} which is 
adjacent o one of y or z. If v is adjacent o z, then there are disjoint paths P, Q 
from {x, y } to {v, z} and P U Q U {vz} is an (x, q, y : 3).path. The case in which 
v is adjacent o y is similar. Thus, the result is true for d = 2. 
We may thus assume that d > 2. Let G’ = G -x. Then, every vertex of G’, 
except, possibly, one of y or z, has degree at least d - 1. 
Suppose that G’ is 2-connected. If iv(x) = {y, z}, then by induction there is a 
(y, q, z :d)-path in G’, and hence an (x, q, z : d + I)-path in G. Thus we may 
assume that there is some vertex x’ in N(x) - {y, z}. By induction, there is an 
(x’, q, y : d - 1).path in 6’ and, hence an (x, q, y : d)-path in G. 
If fV(G)( >d + 1, then IV(G’)l >d. I-Ience, there is either an (x’, q, y :d)-path 
in G’ or an (x’, q, z :d)-path in G’. Thus, there is either an (x, q, y : d + l)-path 
in G or an (x, q, z : d + l)-path in G. 
We may therefore assume that G’ is separable. Choose an endblocl: B of G’ 
with cutvertex f~ , se that y is not in B - b and there is either (i) a (b, q, yj-path Q 
in G’, or (ii) a (ql &, y)-path Q’ in G’. 
Let x8 be my neigh&our-’ of A ifi B - B, In ~8s~ (ijt there is an (x’, b : d - I)-path 
p in & and R = xx’B& is an (3, q, y xl)-pat!: in G. In cipsc (ii), there is an 
(x’, q, 6 :d - I)-path P” in B, and R’ = xx’P’Q’[b, y] is an (x, q, y : d)-path in G. 
In both cases, the path has length at least d + 1 unless b = y and q is in B (and 
case (ii) applies). 
Now, if z is not in B, then R’ followed by any (b, z)-path is an (x, 4, z : d + I)- 
path. Finally, if z is in B, and hence in B - b, then choose any other endblock 
with cutvertex b’. Let x” be any ~~$$~~~r nf x in B’ - b’. There is an 
(x”, b’:d - II-path P” in B’, and a (b’, q, z)-path Q” in 6’. Then, xx”p”e” is aQ 
(x, q, z : d + I)-path in G. 
Therefore, in all cases, we have constructe 
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Bondy and Jackson [l] prove that under the conditions of Lemma 3, some pair 
of vertices chosen from {n, y, z} is connected by a path of length at least 
min(2d - 2, ra - l}, where fl is the number of vertices of the graph. 
need of a pair of paths, each of length at least d + 1, which together meet all three 
vertices. 
We Shari proceed in the same manner as in [4]. We begin with a 3-connected 
graph G with minimum degree d and a triple of vertices X, y, z. Throughout he 
remainder of this discussion, we shall assume that G has at least 2d vertices but 
no (x, y, z : 2d - Qpath. Choose a longest (x, z)-path P. Label the vertices of P, 
as they appe ar along P, x=x1,x2,. . . ,x,=z, ea2d-1. If y is not on P, let 
y ' = y . Otherwise, choose y ' to be any vertex not on P. Let H be the component 
of G - V(P) containing y ‘. 
in each of the four cases encountered in the proof of Theorem 1, we 
characterize the component H and its vertices of attachment. Then we prove that 
P has length exactly 2d - 2. Hence we may assume that y is on P. Therefore, we 
have characterized all components of G - V(P) and their vertices of attachment. 
Thus, we have characterized G. 
Case 1. W has a single vertex 
All the conditions of Lemma 1 are satisfied by setting u = IJ = q = y ‘, I = 0, and 
r = d(y’) 3 d. If N(y’) # (x~~.._~ 1 i = 1,2, . . . , i(e + l)}, then there is an 
(x, y’, z : 2d - Q-path. Thus, we know H, its vertices of attachment, and that P 
has length exactly 2d - 2. 
Case 2. V(H) = (y’, w}, for some vertex w , 
The conditions of Lemma 1 are satisfied by setting ec = q = y ‘, IJ = w, .’ = I, 
kad(y’)-lad-l, 03, and r22(d-Q-k. By Lemma 1, there is an 
(x, y’, z)-path P’ such that 
IE(P’)I>2(k-l)+sa2(k,-l)+r-1 
ak-2+2(6-l)- 12 2(d - 19 + (,c - 39 
2 2(d - 19. 
‘)I = 2d - 2 only if k = 3. ence d s 4. Also, r = 2(d - 19 - k. 
enr==l,s=l, andhences>r-I. erzfore (E(P'91 > 2d - 2. 
r =3, s=2, N(y’)=N(w)= }. Again, we have 
$7 a e length off I” IS 
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Case 3. W is separable 
As in [4], we can choose a pair of vertices u, V, with dl, d2 neighbours, 
respectively, on P, and a (u, y’, v : 2d - dl - &j-path R. The conditions of 
Lemma 1 are satisfied with P = 2d - dl - dZ, k 3 max{d,, d2}. ence, G, has an 
(x, y’, z)-path P’, with 
lE(P’)j 3 2(k - 1) + ~12 2d - 2. 
Here, equality can only hold if k = d, = dZ, N(u) = N(v), Y = k 3 2, and s = 1, 
Osrs2. Thusr=k=2, andN(u)=N(v)=(x,z}. 
By the choice of u and V, no other internal vertex of the endblocks containing 
these two vertices is adjacent to any other vertex of P. Since G is 3-connected, 
there are three disjoint paths from R to P. Without loss of generality, %wo of 
these paths are U.X and VZ. Let the third path be R’[w, x,], w E V(R). Since 
IE(R)I = 2(d - 2), we note that w is the cutvertex separating the endblocks of M 
containing u and r.~ and both of R[u, W] and R[w, v] have length exactly d - 2. 
Without loss of generality, y’ is on R[u, w]. 
If i 3 d, then 
P”= P[x, Xi]XiwR[w, U]UZ 
is an (x, y’, z :2d - 1)path. Similarly, if i s d, we can obtain another 
(x, y’, z : 2d - I)-path. Thus, for all choices of i, we can con: truct such a path, 
and there can be no separable components. 
Cme 4. H is 2-connected and has at least three vertices 
As in [4], we choose vertices ul, u2, and u3, satisfying conditions (i) and (ii) of 
Lemma 2, with dl , d2, and d3 neighbours on P, respectively, such that 
d,>d->-& and d, is maximum. We may also choose (ui, y’; uj:d - d,)-paths, 
Z$, i &, in H. If H has at least d - dl + 2 vertices, then, by Lemma 3, at least 
two of the three paths e7 have length greater than d - dl. Thus, the conditions of 
Lemma 2 are satisfied with k 2 dl, and Ia d - d,. By Lemma 2, there is an 
(x, y’, z)-path P’, with 
Equality can hold i+ ‘a’ k =: C& I = d - d, , and at least two of the paths Q have 
length exactly 1. ThercTiurr:, :d has exactly d - d, + 1 vertices and must be 
complete. Also, d I = d2 = d3 and Y(u,) = N(u2) = Nit.+). 
Any two neighbours of ul on P must be separated by at least d - d, + 2 edges 
of P. Let xi and Xj be two such neighbours of lcI, with i <j, and with no 
neighbour of ul between them on P. Let 
P’ = P[X, Xi]XiU* P,,U,XjP[Xj, Zj* 
Since dl 2 3, 
- b, + 2) e 2(d, - 3) 2 2d - 2, 
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with equality only if dI = 3, the neighbours of u1 on P are x, z and xd, and P has 
length 2d - 2. In fact, every vertex of H has these same three neighbours on P, so 
we have identified H, its vertices of attachment, and ascertained that the length 
of P is 2d - 2. 
We have completed the first part of ~7 task. Since P has iength exactly 2d - 2, 
we may assume that y is on P. Hen ce -we may pick any vertex we choose as y’. 
This allows us to completely characterize the pos:;ible components that remain 
upon deletion of V(P). Each component is either an isolated vertex or a Kd+ 
Suppose that W and F are such components, where H is an isolated vertex and F 
is a Kd.+ 
Let V(W) = (u}, let V, w be any two 
(v, w : d - 3).path in F. Then 
P” = P[x, x~_,)x+~u~+~x~vQwz 
is an (x,z:2d- I)-path, contradicting the 
vertices of F, and let Q be any 
choice of P. Therefore, either ah 
components of G - V(P) are isolated vertio:s or all are isomorphic to Ir,_.,. 
Suppose that every component of G - V(P) is an isolated vertex. We need to 
prove that (xzi 1 i = 1,2, . . . , d - 1) is an independent set. Suppose, to the 
contrary, that x2i~2i is an edge of G, with i I j. Let v be any vertex of C - V(P). 
Thea 
P’ = P[X, X2i_l]X 2i-12’i2jeI P[Xlj-I, X&2iX2jP[X2j, Z] 
is an (x, y, z : 2d - I)-path. ence, { xu_, 1 i -= I, 2, . . . , d) covers every edge of 
6. Thus, G is one of the graphs described in Example 1: 
Now suppose that every component of G - V(P) is isomorphic to Kd_2, and let 
be one such component. Let cc, v 
(u; ‘u :d - 3)path in H. Suppose that xi 
2d - 1. Let 
P’ = P[x, Xi]XixjP[Xj, x~]x*~uQvz, 
and _I._ 
P’ = P[z, Xj]XjxiP[Xi, X~]X~UQVX. 
Then, 
IE(P’)I + IE(P’)I = IE(P)( + 2d, 
. 
be vertices in N, and let Q be a 
is adjacent to xi: for f<i<rt<jc 
contradicting the choice of P. ence, G’ = G[{x2, . . . , x~_~)] and G”= 
G[{x~+,, . . . , x2+-2) _2 and every vertex of G’ and G” 
is one of the graphs described in 
h with mi&m.m degree at least d and 
vertices, that no set of exactly d vertices meets every edge, 
v +x, z, G - (x, v, z) has a component which is not 
(x, y, z : 2d - II-path in C. 
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and that for every vertex 
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